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Abstract
 Being the terminology word, “field work” originally referred to the complete investigation method 
used by cultural anthropology for the study of different cultures. But at present, it has gone behind the 
professional field of cultural anthropology, and it has been considered as well one of the field study 
research methods and skills in some other academic disciplines as folklore, sociology and history. In the 
university education of Japan, “field work” has been even become one kind of field education method or 
teaching method as an another approach for the students to obtain knowledge and experiences outside of 
their “libraries” and “classrooms”. This paper takes the writer’s teaching experiences as the case to 
probe into the significance of the popular acceptance of the “field work” as the teaching method in the 
undergraduate education in the universities of Japan. Another thing the author wants to make clear is the 
significances, possibilities and the relevant problems of the field work training or practice when the 
universities are engaged in fostering the talents to obtain the abilities of international education and 
international exchanges by sending them to do field work in the different cultural areas abroad.
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